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Music News

Olivia
Rodrigo Is
Dating
‘Enola
Holmes’
Actor Louis
Partridge
Olivia Rodrigo is reportedly dating
actor Louis and it is sparking a buzz
among the fans. The ‘Good 4 U’
singer who is well revered for
offering charming pop tracks about
exes, has finally ‘fallen for’ British
actor Louis Partridge who
performed in the web series, ‘Enola
Holmes’. Both of them are 20 years
old currently.

According to a source, Olivia was
visiting England to meet her dear
friend Conan Gray, but it was
perhaps Louis who she really came
to see. They met through their
mutual friends earlier this year and
the bonding seems to be
developing with every passing day.
Olivia spent a few days in the
capital with them but she could be
seen with Louis most of the time.
They had dinner together and even
hit the club on a fine Friday night
just like most couples do.

Louis Partridge is best known for
starring as Lord Tewkesbury in
Netflix’s hit ‘Enola Holmes’
franchise. He acted there alongside
Milly Bobby Brown 19, from
‘Stranger Things’. Not just acting,
but Louis has also recently found a

 job as the front model for a
campaign for Prada.

Previously, Rodrigo was dating
actor and singer Joshua Bassett,
22, but it did not work out.
However, their break up inspired
the hit tracks by Rodrigo such as
‘Drivers License’, and the hit
album ‘Sour’.

Not only Joshua but the singer
also had a relationship with
producer Adam Faze, 24, and 27-
year-old DJ Zack Bia, with whom
she broke up last summer.

All the failed romances of Rodrigo
have only channelized more
musical creation. After the
breakup, Olivia came up with a
chart-topping album, titled ‘Guts’.
The album was released back in

September and offered a single titled
‘Vampire’ in reference to a man who
left Olivia sing “bleeding me dry”.

Despite of her confrontation of the
breakups through her tracks, the
singer never seems to clearly talk
about it. In July, Olivia Told Vogue,
“I don’t know! I don’t kiss and tell”
when she was asked whether she is
single or not.

The singer further added, “It’s an
interesting thing to think about. I
understand it. I could sit here and be
like, ‘I don’t get why people do that,’
but I do it so often.” Let’s see if the
chemistry with Louis comes with
something different!
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Music News

BLACKPINK’s Singer Lisa’s Account On Weibo
Has Been Banned

BLACKPINK’S Lisa faced a problem
recently when accessing her
personal account on Weibo. It is a
Chinese microblogging application
similar to Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram. Her profile mysteriously
disappeared from the platform and
everyone was quite shocked after
that. All of her fans received a
notification that said the account
could not be viewed as it violated
the laws and regulations of Weibo.

The sudden disappearance has
surprised everyone to the core.
Currently, there is a controversy
happening in the K-pop music
industry. Many assume that Lisa’s
participation in the Crazy Horse
show can be the cause of it. The
artist also did a cabaret
performance on the show, which
has become a huge issue. Other
than her, many other Chinese
celebrities who are also facing

some problems. This whole scenario is
quite surprising for everyone. There are
rumors that all those artists will be
blacklisted from the platform. This kind
of action can make a huge impact on the
entertainment industry.

Lisa is the very first K-pop artist who
has gotten the chance to perform in the
Crazy Horse show. This is a cabaret art
theatre, which is in Paris, France. On
this show, all the BLACKPINK
groupmates were also present. But they
didn’t face any kind of problem like Lisa,
because they weren’t a part of the dance
performance.

I just noticed news on Weibo. I wonder if
any of my fans know a K-pop female
celebrity named Lisa. She participated in
the Crazy Horse show in France a few
months ago and has now been banned
on Weibo in China.

This incident is more shocking because
the event was not in China, and there
was a strict no-recording policy. 

So she didn’t expect this kind of
consequence where she would be
banned in that particular country.
From this, it can be understood
that it would be quite difficult for
her to sell her music in that specific
country. A single performance is
making a huge impact on her music
career.

Many fans have also seen various
Chinese actresses present on the
show. Eventually, all of their profile
got deleted from that platform. It is
becoming a huge problem for the
artists.

They don’t have any kind of
freedom to perform. Therefore, it
can be a bigger issue for their
career. The band BLACKPINK has a
solid fanbase in China, which is a
matter of concern right now. All the
other group members can have
problems releasing their music in
China.
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Artist Spotlight

Joe Lington
Brings a
Brand New
R&B
Musical
Appetizer,
Titled
‘WTPA’
Some music artists are able to
channel a smooth flow of energy to
listeners through their creations
and Joe is perhaps one of the top of
them. This talented musical
persona is well revered as Joe
Lington who has made some
significant progress in the music
industry with nothing but his sheer
skills, talent, and individuality. The
artist has come up with a brand
new music EP, titled ‘WTPA’. It
offers a total of 3 chart-busting
tracks and each of them is deftly
produced to churn out the
authentic essence of R&B music.
Building a bridge between the past
and the present; listeners can find
retro tinges along with modern
inputs.

For this latest project, Joe has
joined forces with Isabel Izzy and
the collaboration sounds quite
groovy and captivating. They have
paired for the title track ‘WTPA’
where both of them offered an
enthralling musical experience.
WTPA is perhaps the short form of
‘where the party at’ which is

LINGTON

 heavily used in the chorus. But,
Joe only made it sound better
without making it overwhelming.
The next track, ‘Pinkeen’ carries a
metaphoric expression where the
artist talks about the woman and
her struggling relationships. She
tends to follow the same pattern
even though it breaks her as well
as her partners. The storytelling
in the tracks is mesmerizing and
highly relatable which makes it
even more engaging. Along with
Joe’s slumberous tone and
delivery, the song hits hard and
stirs the listeners from the inside.

Last but not least, there is
‘Hypocrisy’ that offers an essence
of French R&B. Charming and
soothing; this song deserves to
stay in every listener's playlist.
Evidently, Joe Lington has done an

 incredible job in crafting this EP, but
is it only the beginning? The latest
EP ‘WTPA’ offers a preview of his
upcoming projects as the artist is all
set to drop another LP in 2024. He
has already started working on the
project and the recording is going at
full throttle.

Joe said that the upcoming album's
name will be ‘Pinkeen’ as this track
means a lot to him. This LP will be
housing the three tracks offered in
the EP; like a seamless groove of
R&B and soul. Evidently, Joe is
progressing on his musical journey
with rocket fuel and there is no
stopping now.

Follow Joe on Spotify, YouTube,
Apple Music, and SoundCloud to
have a taste of his music. He is also
available on Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter.
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Music News

SZA Makes a Big Win at the Soul Train Awards 2023
Soul Train Awards 2023 is perhaps
one of the best events for SZA after
winning multiple awards for her hit
creation ‘Snooze’. This 34-year-old
talented singer has won the award
for Song of the Year and The
Ashford and Simpson Songwriter’s
Award for super-hit ‘Snooze’ along
with Best R’n’B/Soul Female Artist
and the Album of the Year for
‘SOS’.

It was a tough competition for the
singer since she had to beat Burna
Boy, Ari Lennox, Coco Jones, and all
the nominated artists in the
category. Janelle Monáe was
nominated for the album ‘The Age
of Pleasure’ and Ari Lennox for
‘Age/Sex/Location’. Similarly,
Summer Walker was competing
with ‘Clear 2: Soft Life’ EP, Babyface
with ‘Girls Night Out’ (Extended),
Victoria Monét with ‘Jaguar II’ and
lastly, Coco Jones with ‘What I
Didn’t Tell You (Deluxe)’.

SZA is leading the nomination for the
upcoming event of 2024 as well and
there’s no doubt that she is about to
climb more ladders. However, some X
(formerly known as Twitter) users called
her out for not commenting on the
news. To which the artist explained that
she felt “anxiety” kicking in when she
tried to think of a way to express her
gratitude to everyone.

This is not the first time for SZA to
break some record at an award
ceremony as previously, she left “very
shook” and “overwhelmed” after getting
nine Grammy nods. Soul Train Awards
2023 took place in LosAngeles on
Sunday that celebrates the best in soul,
R’n’B, and Hip-Hop music of the year.
The event was hosted by Keke Palmer.
Previously, she won a Grammy in 2022
for the hit collaboration project with
Doja Cat, ‘Kiss Me More’. However, this
chart-topper artist said that she is not
motivated by the accolades.

Soul Train Awards 2023:
Winners’ List

Best R’n’B / Soul Female Artist:
SZA
Song of the Year: ‘Snooze’, SZA
Album of the Year: ‘SOS’, SZA

The Ashford and Simpson
Songwriter’s Award: ‘Snooze’,
SZA

Best New Artist: Coco Jones
Certified Soul Award: Usher

Best R’n’B / Soul Male Artist:
Usher

Best Gospel/Inspirational Award:
All Things Kirk Franklin

Best Dance Performance: ‘On My
Mama’, Victoria Monét
Best Collaboration: ‘Good Good’,
Usher, Summer Walker, 21 Savage
Best Group: Maverick City Music

Video of the Year: ‘On My Mama’,
Victoria Monét.
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Music News

Katherine Jenkins Coming Back with Her Latest Christmas Song
‘Home For Christmas’

Katherine Jenkins, trying her hands
on the popular Christmas carol
‘Hark The Herald Angels Sing’. The
event is reaching out to the
maximum number of audiences and
creating a sensation among all of
her listeners. In this festive season,
she is adding more spark with her
brilliant creations. recently, she has
also come up with her new single
‘Home For Christmas’. Her
innovative take on the festive songs
is helping her to gain more ears
from all around the world.

While talking about the festive
season music, the 43-year-old artist
has said ‘The festive season is
always my favorite time of the year
and for me it’s all about spending
time with the people I love and
cherish most. I hope this song can
bring people together and remind

us of what makes Christmas the most
special time of year’.

Jenkins is taking the whole scenario to
another level with her exceptional
creations. along with the breath-taking
song, it is her performances that have
made her creations even more
approaching. Now it is coming to know
that the artist is returning to the valleys
for the concert of ‘Home For Christmas’.
The concert will take place on the 25th
of November at the Swansea Arena. In
addition to that, there will be Chloe
Flower, Jack Savoretti, and Wynne Evans
as the special guests.

As of now, people are expecting the
concert to be a ‘classical crossover
favorites, operatic arias and special
Christmas songs’. But as Jenkins is
coming after a long time, there might be
more surprises for the concert-goers.

Everyone is quite excited to see her
performing on the stage after a
long time. The artist has also stated
‘There’s no place like home which
is why I am thrilled to bits to be
performing at the Swansea Arena.
Being back in Wales always makes
me want to pull out all the stops. I
can’t wait and I would love for you
to be a part of it too’.

Therefore, Jenkins latest creation is
gaining much attention from global
listeners.

Her brilliant take on Christmas
music is gaining a huge amount of
attention from all around the world
in a short time span. now make the
Christmas season even merrier with
the captivating soundtracks of
Jenkins.
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Dua Lipa
Shared A
Cryptic
Teaser For
Her
Upcoming
Song
‘Houdini’
The pop star Dua Lipa is giving a
hint of her latest music by sharing
a teaser on the social media
platform. All of her fans were
eagerly waiting for her new music
release. Recently, the artist dropped
the teaser where she was seen in
bright red dyed hair and she is
closing her mouth with a key-
shaped gold pendant. Along with
that, in the video, there were a few
flashes of some Polaroids. At the
end, some numbers are also shown
on the screen that says 4, 8, 9, 9, 14,
15, and 21.

This short teaser has created a buzz
among everyone. People are
assuming that a new era of her
singing is going to come. In the
video, a piece of background music
also came to hear that says ‘Tell me
all the ways you need me’. From
this, it can be said that it is her
upcoming soundtrack, which
everyone will get to listen to very
soon.

Dua Lipa is coming up with a new

 musical project after a long time.
She dropped her last album
‘Future Nostalgia’ three years ago.
That is why, all of her fans were
waiting for a long time. This
album was her last solo project,
but she contributed a few pieces
in the meantime. After her record-
breaking creation ‘Levitating’, she
took part in various projects like
‘Cold Heart’ with Elton John,
‘Sweetest Pie’ with Megan Thee
Stallion, and the Barbie movie
soundtrack ‘Dance The Night’.

From the teaser and the digits
shown in the video, everyone has
concluded to the code ‘Houdini’.
Harry Houdini is a famous
magician who passed away on the
same date as the teaser release.
Along with that, the gold key is
another reference to Houdini,
because during the magic shows,
his wife Bess used to pass the key
of the handcuff. That is why, it is
being considered another hint for
the soundtrack.

Previously, Dua has also
commented about her third album

 and said ‘The album is different –
it’s still pop but it’s different
sonically, and there’s more of a
lyrical theme. If I told you the title,
everything would make sense – but I
think we’ll just have to wait’.
Therefore, everyone is waiting for
the album to drop and bring a wave
to the pop music industry.
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SELENA GOMEZ STATED ABOUT DELETION OF
HER INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT DUE TO

EXCESSIVE TROLLING
On Thursday, Selena Gomez announced that she is going to delete
her Instagram handle as she is receiving many trolls. But just a
few times later, the singer and actor deleted the post and kept her
Instagram account. She is being trolled after her comment on the
Israel-Palestine conflict. The artist shared a story regarding
account deletion that says ‘I am taking a break and deleting my
Instagram. I'm done. I do not support any of what's going on’.

For two days, she experienced a huge amount of trolling. She
posted ‘Because my heart breaks to see all the horror, hate,
violence and terror that's going on in the world’. Selena also
added ‘People being tortured and killed or any act of hate towards
any one group is horrific’. In this post, she said ‘All people’ need
protection ‘especially children’ and ‘violence needs to be stopped
for good’.

In addition to that, she also said ‘I'm sorry if my words will never
be enough for everyone or a hashtag… I just can't stand by
innocent people getting hurt. That's what makes me sick. I wish I
could change the world. But a post won't’. With this post, she tried
to support all the people who were suffering in the conflict. 

She also wrote ‘Having a sister everyday has
made me tragically sick…I would do anything
for children and innocent’.

This specific part where she talked about her
sister that people trolled her for. Everyone has
assumed that she making her sister the victim
in this scenario. That is why, people are a little
confused about her comment on the recent
conflict. A person has commented that ‘Using
her sister to play victim. I’ve been telling y’all
Selena is the most self-centred evil psychopath.
She’s always taking break from social media
until it’s time to comment on hailey bieber
related posts’.

Along with that, one person has said ‘Selena
gomez has officially lost it how you make
genocide about yourself and now your sister like
what? you’re a rich woman sleeping in a
mansion. She’s such a manipulative and
narcissistic person. She’s doing all this while
watching the lakers games btw.’ These kinds of
comments have triggered the artist and that is
why she took the decision of deleting her
Instagram profile, which she didn’t do till now.
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Music News

Dolly
Parton
Finally
Reveals
Why She
Declined
Super Bowl
Halftime
Shows
After Being
Offered
Multiple
Times
The American singer-songwriter
and musician Dolly Parton finally
reveals the reason behind her
refusing many requests to play the
Super Bowl halftime show.
The musician said, ‘Oh, sure. I've
been offered that many times,’
continued saying, ‘I couldn't do it
because of other things, or I just
didn't think I was big enough to do
it - to do that big of a production.
When you think about those shows,
those are big, big productions. I've
never done anything with that big
of a production. I don't know if I
could have. I think at the time

that's what I was thinking.’The 77,
country star shared that she never
felt the right moment to perform
at the big NFL show, continued
adding that she did not consider
herself to play such a huge
performance. However, the
halftime show has been
highlighted by the support and
admiration of Madonna, Lady
Gaga, Paul McCartney, Beyonce,
Michael Jackson, and Coldplay,
considered one of the biggest live
music shows of the year, and over
100 million people around the
world watch the show.

The phenomenal musician
revealed that she was
overwhelmed when her name was
tagged in with such a huge
production label. Continued
sharing, ‘I couldn't do it because
of other things, or I just didn't
think I was big enough to do it - to
do that big of a production.’
Moreover said, ‘When you think
about those shows, those are big,
big productions. I've never done
anything with that big of a
production,’
The ‘Jolene’ singer said, ‘I don't

know if I could have. I think at the
time that's what I was thinking.’
However, the legendary musician
said that now she is considering
performing on big shows after the
debut of her rock album 'Rockstar’
recently. She said, ‘It would make
more sense. I might be able to do a
production show,’

Dolly shared in a public statement
that she was refusing the award but
also it reminded her that she wished
to ‘put out a hopefully great rock ‘n’
roll album in the future’.  She said,
‘Even though I am extremely
flattered and grateful to be
nominated for the Rock & Roll Hall
of Fame, I don’t feel that I have
earned that right,’ continued, ‘This
has, however, inspired me to put out
a hopefully great rock ‘n’ roll album
at some point in the future, which I
have always wanted to do!’ further
added, ‘My husband is a total
rock’n’roll freak, and has always
encouraged me to do one. I wish all
of the nominees good luck and thank
you again for the compliment. Good
luck!’
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TIMBALAND BEGS MERCY FOR
COMMENTING JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE

SHOULD’VE ‘PUT A MUZZLE’ ON BRITNEY
SPEARS

‘Give It to Me’ artist Timbaland started receiving backlash for
sharing his thought that Justin Timberlake should put a ‘muzzle’
on ‘Gimme More' singer Britney Spears, he seemed to have offered
an apology. The music producer shared on a Tik Tok video, ‘I
apologize to the Britney fans,’ moreover added, ‘And her. Yeah, so
you know, about respecting women? Hell yeah.’

Timbaland commented on his appearance in Austin, Texas at the
Afrotech Conference and instantly took the internet by storm. He
also has collaborated with Timberlake earlier including songs like
'Cry Me A River,' an audience from the crow wanted to know about
his views on the highlights about Spear's latest memoir, The
Woman in Me. He replied saying, ‘She (is) going crazy, right? I
wanted to call JT (Justin Timberlake), ‘Man, you should have put a
muzzle on that girl.’

Inaddition to that, ‘You have a voice. You speak what you wanna
to speak. Who am I to tell you what not to speak?’ continued
adding, ‘I was wrong for saying that,’

However, netizens of the internet quickly started slamming him
for his misogynist comment. The crowd called out his prior fiery
history with the late Aaliyah, they also mentioned the fact that
the 'Gimme More' singer did not want to collaborate with him a
few years ago.

The 51-year-old musician claimed that the
'Toxic Pony' singer somehow attempted to 'do
something to get people’s attention.’ Moreover
added, ‘You know what? We live in the age of
social media and … everybody wants to go
viral,” he said. “I get it because that’s the way
you make money [is to] go viral.’

Well, some of the audience found his comments
funny while the rest of the crowd showed that
they were disgusted and offended by his
controversial remarks. One commented, ‘In
light of her life’s events, this screams misogyny
and is so malicious and nasty,' Whereas another
one wrote, 'I assume the crowd has only straight
men,’

Spears, the forty-one-year-old artist wrote in
detail about her past relationship with the 'Sexy
Back' singer, in her bestselling book. She dated
her ex-flame from 1999 to 2002 and later
claimed that her boyfriend was cheating on her
back multiple times. The pop star also unveiled
the reason why she had to abort her pregnancy
at the age of nineteen as her then-boyfriend
was not ready for fatherhood.

Moreover, she wrote that Timberlake ‘definitely
wasn’t happy about the pregnancy’ and he
claimed to be ’too young’ to have kids. She
wrote, ‘If it had been left up to me alone, I never
would have done it,’ continued writing, ‘And yet
Justin was so sure that he didn’t want to be a
father.’
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Music News

K-Band ATEEZ Has Announced
the Track List of Their Second
Album, ‘THE WORLD EP.FIN:

WILL’

Extremely popular K-pop band ATEEZ
is coming this December with their
sophomore full-length album, ‘THE
WORLD EP.FIN: WILL’. The album is
set to release on the 1st of December
2023. This has been considered as their
comeback and this also concludes their
extremely popular franchise of The
World Trilogy.

The World Trilogy kicked off in 2022
July, with the first release of this
franchise, called, “The World EP.1:
Movement”. This consisted of 7
powerful tracks with Guerilla as the
lead track of this EP. Next, they
released the second installment of this
trilogy earlier this year on 16th June
2023. This installment has 6 tracks.

The trilogy was initiated as a stealthy
movement to cause a crack in the
controlled framework of society.
Consequently, the songs of these

 installments are based on themes
of oppression, freedom, and the
desire to break free from this
failing system. And now, that they
have revealed their track list for
this final installment people are
going over it.

This K-pop band has eight
members, namely, Seonghwa,
Hongjoong, Yunho, Yeosang, San,
Mingi, Wooyoung, and Jongho.
And their final installment of The
World Trilogy will have songs like,
‘WE KNOW’, ‘Emergency’, ‘Crazy
Form (Title)’, ‘ARRIBA’, ‘Silver
Light’, ‘Crescent Part.2’, ‘Dreamy
Day’, ‘MATZ’, ‘IT's You’, ‘Youth’,
‘Everything’, and ‘FIN: WILL’.

On the 10th of November, they
dropped the official trailer of the
album on KQ Entertainment's
YouTube channel. 

The trailer has gained over 1.5
million views within the last 3 days.
The monochromic rebellion
alongside highly int riguing music
has gripped a lot of people,
instantly. The tension that built in
the trailer which ended with an evil
smile resonated with a lot of people
and fans are completely wooed by
this trailer, and sharing their
rigorous thoughts on this trailer of
social media.

A fan wrote on X, formerly known
as Twitter, “MATZ??? SEONGHWA
AND HONGJOONG WROTE A
SONG???” While another fan
added, "We will get a “MATZ” song,
and the song is written by
Hongjoong and Seonghwa MY
MATZ HEAR," with two crying
emojis. Another fan added emotion
and alongside an emotional GIF
wrote, “I’m so proud of Ateez, we
have sub unit songs, LYRICS ARE
BY THE MEMBERS. PRODUCE AND
COMPOSED BY THEM.”
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Britney
Spears Said
Taylor Swift
is “The Most
Iconic Pop
Woman of
our
Generation”
On this weekend, Britney Spears
shared two photos of her with
Taylor Swift one from the year 2003
and another from 2008. And along
with these two photos, she leaves
an elaborative note on how she
feels about their first meeting and
her artistry.

The first photo is of 20 years old
from the backstage of a tour. It was
the first time Spears introduced the
young Taylor. The next photo was
15 years old, it was taken at In the
post there are two photos of these
pop stars alongside each other one
from 2003 and another from the
2008 MTV Video Music Awards. It
was right after Swift became a
household name.

In the caption, Spears narrated
their first meeting during her
“Oops Tour” in 2003, she wrote,
“This is way back when but kinda
cool ... During my Oops Tour, I got
a knock at my door. My good friend
at the time was the assistant to my
manager who was trying to become

a manager himself.” This
happened on her Onyx Hotel Tour.

She continued, “There was a
knock, and then he said, “I have a
girl named Taylor who wants to
come in and sing for you.” I was
like of course !!! He walks in, and
she sings a beautiful song with her
guitar ? I was like wow wow she's
unbelievable !!!”

Then she added, “We took a
picture, and she then became the
most iconic pop woman of our
generation. Kinda cool she plays
stadiums, and I prefer her videos
over movies any day. She's
stunning !!! Girl crush Ps mom I
love you so so much, but there
were 3 dolls in the cabinets when I
went home 2 years ago … kinda
really weird you would take them
out and then put them back in …
so messed up.”

Finally, she concludes with,
“Nope, I don't want them. Keep it
all. I honestly don't care anymore
… honestly though.” This is
extremely vibrant of Spears to
acknowledge that Swift is her
“Girl Crush”. Starting from their
first meet to how

Taylor has continued her musical
journey was truly inspiring, it feels
like the “Princess of Pop” is passing
her crown to her.
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HE

Billie Eilish Showed No Disagreement as Lil Yachty Rapped about Her Breasts and said ‘I think
it’s fun!’

The globally renowned singer and
rapper Billie Eilish talked about
what she faced about her body as a
teenager. This young artist has
always gotten a lot of appreciation
for her outstanding music. But she
has also received many weird
comments about her body. Being a
young artist she is still struggling
to understand herself and her body.
And at the meantime, people are
making comments on her
appearance, which is quite
disgusting.

The artist has stated ‘I have big
b**bs. I’ve had big b**bs since I was
nine years old, and that’s just the
way I am. That’s how I look’. She
has also said she never even tried 

to ‘have people not s**ualize me’.  In
this phase, while she is discovering
herself in her teenage years, she tries
out different kinds of clothing. She had
always seen in her baggy clothes, but a
couple of times as she tried his hands on
a slightly different outfit, people started
making comments on that too.

That is why, after that, she showed her
disappointment and said ‘You wear
something that’s at all revealing, and
everyone’s like, ‘Oh, but you didn’t want
people to s**ualize you?’’ In addition to
that she also said ‘You can suck my a–!
I’m literally a being that is s**ual
sometimes. F–k you!’

Now Billie has also shared her opinion
for the latest Drake song ‘Another Late

 Night’ where Lil Yachty has rapped
‘She had big t–s like Billie Eilish,
but she couldn’t sing’. On this
incident, she has commented ‘I
think it’s fun! I’m flattered! Yachty
is my friend. Drake is my friend. It’s
a joke. I do have big t–s. I love it’.
On the other hand, Eilish has also
said ‘Nobody ever says a thing
about men’s bodies.

If you’re muscular, cool. If you’re
not, cool. If you’re rail thin, cool. If
you have a dad bod, cool. If you’re
pudgy, love it!’ She also added
‘Everybody’s happy with it. You
know why? Because girls are nice.
They don’t give a f–k because we
see people for who they are!’
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Keke Palmer is Set to Host the
Upcoming 2023 Soul Train

Awards!

The Emmy-winning actress and world-
famous singer-musician Keke Palmer is
the name that was announced as the
host of the upcoming Soul Train
Awards. The award ceremony of 2023
was tagged as the "house party of the
year" and will premier on Nov. 26 on
BET and BET HER (8 p.m. ET/PT).
Connie Orlando, the BET executive VP
specials, music programming & music
strategy published a press release
regarding the upcoming awards where
Keke was named as the host for the
evening. Orlando stated, "Keke Palmer
is a globally recognized
multihyphenate talent who embodies
confidence and positivity, and is one of
the most engaging and lovable
personalities working in entertainment
today.”

The press release further stated, "We
can't wait to have her host the Soul
Train Awards house party. BET gave

 Keke her first talk show, where
she made history as the youngest
talk show host on television, and
today we are honored to have her
back on the Soul Train Awards
stage. As always, expect our star-
studded slate of soulful artists and
can't-miss moments to illuminate
your screens for a night dedicated
to soul music."

According to reports, Keke will
also be performing on the evening
of the Soul Train Awards
ceremony along with several other
talents from the music industry,
including, Coco Jones, BJ The
Chicago Kid, Danté Bowe, Muni
Long, Fridayy, and SWV. Palmer's
last hosting event was in 2020
when in that year's August she
hosted MTV Video Music Awards.
Since it has been 3 years since her
last appearance as a host at an

 award ceremony, social media
users seemed pretty pumped up
about this upcoming event. Fans
expressed how they were excited
about Keke hosting the Soul Train
Awards, especially after the recent
controversies regarding her
personal life and domestic violence
accusations against her baby daddy
Darius Jackson.

Soul Train Awards 2023 will be
taped at an undisclosed location in
Los Angeles. This year's
nominations included SZA, Usher,
and Summer Walker, who are all
tied with each other, receiving nine
nominations each. It is exciting to
see who will win the most
anticipated categories this evening.
Orlando will oversee this annual
show and will executive produce for
the BET along with Jamal Noisette,
VP specials & music programming.
As an executive producer, Jesse
Collins, CEO of Jesse Collins
Entertainment, will be there
alongside Jesse Collins
Entertainment's Jeannae Rouzan–
Clay and Dionne Harmon.
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Girls Aloud
Confirmed
the 2024
Reunion
Tour as
Their
Tickets Go
Live
The renowned girls group Girls
Aloud created a buzz as they
released a reunion tour. They last
performed on stage together a
decade ago for their 10th
anniversary

Girls Aloud has created a sensation
on the internet after revealing a
2024 reunion tour. The fans were
eagerly waiting for the tickets and
the band announced when the
tickets were going to be on the sale.

The popular group split up back in
2013 after they became the biggest-
selling girl band of the UK the
century. The members of the
phenomenal girl group Nicola
Roberts, Cheryl Tweedy, Nadine
Coyle, and Kimberly Walsh shared
that they had earlier planned to
tour for the 20th-anniversary
celebration of their beginning on
'Popstars: The Rivals’ but the
sudden accident put on hold those
plans as Sarah Harding passed
away, leaving everyone in shock.

Cheryl explained the reason behind
postponing their anniversary

 celebration, and said, "We all
started talking about the
possibility of doing something to
celebrate Girls Aloud’s 20th
anniversary a few years ago. The
anniversary seemed like an
obvious thing that we would
celebrate.” added, “But when
Sarah fell ill all priorities changed.
She passed away a year before the
anniversary and it just didn’t feel
right, it felt too soon.” Also
shared, “But now, I think there is
an energy that does make it feel
right. It's the right time to
celebrate Sarah, it's the right time
to celebrate the band, and the
right time to celebrate the fact we
can still do this 21 years later.
That's a big honour in lots of
ways.”
Cheryl said, “Making new music
without Sarah would be odd,”
continued adding, “But
celebrating what we made
together? Fabulous.”

Nadine stated that Sarah's original
voice will be on the show, and
said, "There's so many things that
are just iconically Sarah, that have
to remain Sarah.” moreover added,
“We're not going

 to mess with that. I'm not going to
start taking over Sarah's big bits.
Girls Aloud wouldn't be what it was
without Sarah and everything she
added to it.”

The Girls Aloud shares, “This year
marks 21 years since Cheryl,
Kimberley, Nadine, Nicola, and Sarah
were voted the winners of Popstars:
The Rivals and formed the all-
conquering legendary pop band Girls
Aloud.” kept on sharing, “To
celebrate this milestone with all of
their fans, Girls Aloud today
announce that they will be coming
together for a huge arena tour of the
UK and Ireland in May and June of
2024.”

Further added, “The hugely
anticipated shows will feature all of
the band's historic pop hits
including No.1 songs 'Sound Of The
Underground', 'The Promise' and 'I'll
Stand By You', alongside cast-iron
classics such as 'Love Machine', ‘Call
The Shots’, Biology', 'Something
New' and 'The Show”.
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Riyadh Has Been Selected To
Host The Music Cities Awards

2024

The event focuses on developing the
music sector to produce a chance for
the people of Saudi to showcase their
exceptional talent to the audience
worldwide.

Riyadh, the Saudi capital has won the
bid to host the Music Cities
Convention and Awards next year,
marking it the first to hold the award in
the Middle East, according to the
Kingdom's Music Commission. The
event focuses on elevating the
kingdom's music sector and enabling
local talents to showcase to regional
and global audiences, the authorities
continued adding.

Well, the commission moreover shared
that the conference has been scheduled
from November 14 to November 16 of
2024 at the world’s biggest series of
conferences in the music industry, it
will be featuring a vast range of topics
related to music and the music 

industry, involving over hundred
experts from across the world. The
conference will also include a
collective display of the music of
Saudi culture, a platform that
engages global contestants, and a
mentorship program that targets
music performers and
entrepreneurs.

Additionally, an international
trade exhibition of the
stakeholders and the regional
companies will be organized to
showcase the efforts and work in
the music industry. The
commission added that the Music
Cities Convention and Awards will
include a series of music-
enriching activities.Moreover, in
recent years, Saudi Arabia has
taken steps to enhance its
entertainment sector by hosting
concerts, theatrical shows,
competitions, and cinema,

engaging large audiences both
internationally and regionally as
well.

The Ministry of Culture is
organizing awards to embrace
cultural exchanges internationally,
pairing with 2030’s economic
development of Saudi. The
conference will feature an
educational program organized by
the Saudi Music Hub in Riyadh
from 3rd October to 14th November
along with the other segments.
The authorities also mentioned
that the conference will provide a
special musical experience for its
participants and audience as well.
Saudi Center for Music is all
prepared to host a six-week-long
rigorous music education
program.The Music Cities Awards
are an international competition
that is held annually and
recognizes 'outstanding
applications of music for economic,
social, environmental, and cultural
development.' This time Saudi
Arabia has been selected to
organize the award function in
2024.

The authorities shared that the
hosting of the awards reflects the
Ministry of Culture's take on
advancing interactions and
engagements of global culture in
support of the Kingdom's
development economy as drawn in
the Saudi Vision 2030 plan.
Furthermore, various
entertainment events were held all
over Saudi Arabia and managed to
engage around 135 million people
till mid-2023, General
Entertainment Authority (GEA)
shared that the country is seeking
other options than its oil-reliant
economy.
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Sabrina Carpenter Reveals that
Performing on Taylor Swift’s

‘The Eras Tour’ was Her dream-
come-true Moment

Disney actress and musician Sabrina
Carpenter still can’t process that she
has played the opening act on the pop
star Taylor Swift’s ‘The Eras Tour’.

The twenty-year-old singer Sabrina
Carpenter has opened up on
performing her childhood dream show
Taylor Swift, winner of eleven
Grammy's 'The Eras Tour'. The Disney
star turned into a pop star as she
recently joined Swift's South American
tour. The rising and charming
performer reflected her shock and
surprise when she was asked to play
the opening by Taylor’s team in her
interviews.

Carpenter shared her 'dream-come-
true' moment with her fans, saying,
'I’m not gonna say I peed my pants
because that sounds really graphic and
maybe not sanitary, but I think it just

 caught me off guard,' added, 'It
was very much a childhood dream
come true.' She goes on to add
further, 'I still probably have not
processed it if I’m being
completely honest with you.’

Pop singer Sabrina went on to
share a video of her at the age of
nine, performing Taylor's track
'Picture to Burn' to show her
overwhelmed excitement. Her
latest album 'emails I can't send'
has gathered the attention and
support of fans across the music
industry. 'Nonsense' and 'Feather'
have assembled a widespread love
from fans and topped on TikTok
trends.

The American singer and actress
also shared the story of her
meeting the ‘Lover’ singer for the

very first time when she was just
seventeen at the backstage, she
added, ‘She had her cats with her,’
continued, ‘I have older sisters, so
if anything, it felt like that type of a
relationship.’

However, the ‘Clouds’ star will be
again joining the ‘Love Story’
singer to open a show series in
Singapore and Australia in
February and March. 'Horns' star
earlier shared, 'That is one of my
main inspirations ever since I was a
little girl, and now to just be able to
watch that show every night is
going to be so special,’ further
continued, ‘Watching her in and of
itself is how you learn. I admire her
work ethic and her talent and she’s
just so amazing.’

The Disney star covered the ‘Shake
it Off’ singer’s ‘I Knew You Were
Trouble’. Taylor complimented
Carpenter by writing, ‘Well she
nailed it,’ Well, Serbina has already
opened for Swift in Argentina and
Mexico and she is all set to join the
Eras Tour, despite that the
'Nonsense' artist still could not
process that she is living her
dream.

Carpenter moreover shared about
her dream collaborator-performer,
‘To work with someone [who] cares
about you as a person as well as an
artist … that’s been the biggest gift
for sure,’ Nonetheless, to face a
stadium full of around 80,000
people who have not arrived to see
you can make one excited as well as
nervous. Sabrina shared her
approach to doing the opening for
'Style' artist by saying, 'I go into it
with a little bit more excitement,
being playful and just really singing
and interacting with the crowd as
much as I possibly can. There’s so
many of them—I can’t see them
all.’
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ListenersareBecomingMoreGreedy
forGoodMusicafterListeningto

TateMcRae's•greedy'
TateMcRaehassetthestageonfirewithher

latestpieceofmusicnamedgreedy'.The
enthrallingworkhasgatheredmanyglobal
listenersinstantly.

ThetalentedCanadiansingeranddancerTateMcRaehasshowcasedher
brillianttalentwiththelatestsoundtrackgreedy'.Theprofoundartisthas
givenanexampleofself-loveandanimmenseamountofconfidenceatthe
same.Herbreathtakingwayofpresentationhasmadeitevenmoreattractive
andcharming.Inadditiontothat,thehypnoticbeatsandfascinatingtunes
havechurnedoutmoreflavorstothesounddesign.McRaesangwiththe
chorus'Iwouldwantmyself/Baby,pleasebelieveme/I'llputyouthrough
hell/Justtoknowme/Sosureofyourself/Baby,don'tgreedy/Thatsh*t
won'tendwell'.

Herinnovativewayofpresentationhasmadethesoundtrackevenmore

appealingtoallthelisteners.Whiletalkingaboutthetrack,
theartisthassaid'I'mbeyondexcitedtodrop
greedy'andsharethisnewchapterofmymusicwith
theworld'.Shehasalsosaid'Iwrote'greedy'abouthavingthe
confidencetoknowwhatyouwant.Ifeellikethisisthefirsttime
wherepeopleareseeingafeistierandmoreplayfulsideofme.Thissong
issounexpected,andIcannotwaitforeveryonetohearit'.
Astheartistwasexcitedtodrophersongandsowereherlisteners.Right
aftertherelease,hersonggreedy'receivedalotofappreciationfromall
thegloballisteners.Theartisthasnotonlyputhereffortintomakingthe
songbutshehasdonethesamewiththevideotoo.Themusicvideoforthe
songwasdirectedbyAerinMoreno.Theenigmaticcaptureshaveenhanced



thecharmofthesongalotmore.Inadditiontothat,theartistdidn'tleave
anyroomtoshowcaseherdancingskills.Thecaptivatingmoveshave

garneredmanyaudiencesfromallaroundtheworld.

ThissongbyTateMcRaehasalsogainedmuchfameonsocialmedia
platformslikeTikTokandInstagramReels.Ithasreceivedalotof

appreciationfromlistenersofvariousplatforms.Thesongevenwentviral
waybeforeitsreleaseandalsoearnedthepositioninthetop20trending

videosonYouTubeinashorttimespan.Currently,itisalsocomingto
knowthat,McRaeisalsocomingupwithher'UsAreWeFlyingTour'
verysoon.So,followthisprolificartisttogetalltheupdatesonher

futuremusicalprojects.
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TOP 10 AI MUSIC GENERATORS IN 2023
Artificial Intelligence has already passed the phase of being
introduced to people only for its capability to assist one and
deliver information. It now generates and services beyond AI-
powered music creators, image generators, chatbots, voice
generators, and podcast editing tools. It is now transforming
several industries and music fast is no new to the users, it can
produce authentic music in various genres, a vast range from pop
to classical and many more. The apps are also used to modify
crafted music as well.
Well, the generators of AI music are still in the early stages of
development but somehow managed to create an immense impact
on the industry already.

SOUNDRAW

The music generation tool offers a free service partially that lets
the user create desired songs. However, you need to have a
subscription to download the royalty-free use of music in your
musical ventures. SOUNDRAW garners the crowd by offering a
huge stock of genres, themes, and moods for your music tracks. In
addition to that, one can set the tempo to desire, specification of
the duration of the song, and select the instruments to be played
in the music. The generators take the consumer through the steps
one by one step where one can apply a blend of moods, genres,
and themes to create numerous soundtracks to be chosen. The
consumer can further edit the music track by selecting advanced
and beginner parameters, depending on the skill of your own.

Boomy

It is another AI-generated tool that offers services partially free.
The music-making platform allows you to produce authentic
musicals with the bare minimum effort. It has been structured for
both advanced and beginner musicians, allowing an immersive
range of features that ease the process of creating music. To craft
a track, all you need to do is first choose a style and a base track.

Once you are done with that click on 'Create
Song' for the composing to start. The good thing
is you can keep editing several aspects of the
track further to own it completely. It lets you
collaborate with other creators as well, allows
you to get feedback on your creations, and helps
you learn new techniques. It also offers you a
paid release of your track with its paid
subscription.

AIVA

Well, look no further for an AI-generated
platform that offers versatility and a wide range
of options, AIVA brings you one of the finest
generators you will find in the market. It offers
you a standard and a free version that is mildly
limited while transferring the copyrights over.
The pro version of the tool is there for the
consumers who like the service, the pro version
gives you complete copyrights, worth availing!
You need to select a generation profile, and a
sample-based track from the list, and add your
sound file to use as a style present or an
inspiration. The next step allows you to play
around with more customization parameters to
precise the feel of the song before finally
weaving the track. It allows you to edit further
even after creating a composition.

Loudly

Bringing Loudly, one of the top AI music
generators among all that comes with a free
plan. The number of downloads here is
bounded, but it allows the consumer to use the
music for social media projects for free. It also
allows its users to collaborate with others like
Boomy does. The site is designed to be used by a
complete novice as well as the experts in the
field. However, the skilled ones will be able to
utilize the full potential of the platform. The
simplest way to generate music with it is to
choose a genre and click 'generate'. You can add
more elements that can be edited to the mixing
including instruments, tempo, energy levels,
genre blends, duration, etc. It will serve you
several tracks each time for you to have an
option to select your desired one from them.

Beatoven

It is known for being one of the finest paid AI
music producers and a jaw-dropping music
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composition tool for offering royalty-free soundtracks. Beatoven offers you a free trial that allows the consumer to
test its features to think if it is worth to be subscribed. The features serve both the advanced and new users as well.
To start one needs to simply enter the title of the track, you need to describe what you are looking for properly to
enjoy fruitful results as the title performs as prompt. There is no need to worry if you think you have given an
incorrect title then it lets you edit that later. Moreover, it allows multiple effective customizations like changing
genres, instruments, tempo, and others to create a gorgeous track by tuning it finely.

BeatBot

A minimal AI music generator that composes short soundtracks based on the prompts you are sharing. It utilizes the
Splash sound loops brilliantly to generate the music and vocals and ChatGPT to weave the lyrics. It is currently in the
beta phase and offers stunning services completely free. For users who desire similar functionality that comes with
wide advanced options, you should visit Splash Pro. The platform generates longer tracks and allows the users to
enjoy some customized options as well. The tool allows you to generate random prompts to get you started. The user
can change the vocals to rap or sing, change the gender of the vocalist, and specify the genre of the music you desire.

WavTool

Coming to you Wav Tool, the cloud-based AI-powered digital audio workstation that allows the consumer to create,
mix, and produce in your browser. However, the arrangement of the tool is not suitable for the learners because one
needs to have at least some knowledge and skill to operate it. Putting it simply, you are required to add instruments
to your soundtrack, and then mix AI-generated music clips for those instruments. The platform offers customization
of the clips in the 'Composer' tab by entering a prompt or playing around with the given parameters. Once you repeat
the whole process for the entire instrumentation you desire to use your track will be ready to play. The tool offers a
lot more to explore and the developers serve tutorials in videos in the help section for you to lead further.

Mubert

The next on our list is Mubert, a pathfinder in the AI-powered music field, its technology is used by creators and
brands across the world. The free version puts considerable boundaries on the usage of the music you create, but it is
enough for evaluating its abilities. The options it offers for crafting soundtracks are very familiar to the other tools
we are discussing so far. The process is pretty simple, you need to enter a prompt or choose a style and assign a
duration before you hit 'Generate Track' to create music. It offers a premium version for consumers who like its
services and want to explore more.

Soundful

Next up is Soundful, which offers a free plan for evaluating the tool before you go for a paid subscription. The
platform allows you to download in the free plan, however, the generated music can't be used for any commercial
uses. For creating the soundtrack, you need to choose a template first. The ones that do have not a crown on them
are for free, and others need to be paid to use. To choose a template and produce a few musicals the user is required
to click on the pink circled icon that has waves in the middle of it. It shows a pop-up window where you can set the
parameters and generate previews altogether. The platform lets the consumer regenerate the preview if one does not
like it or save it. Once it is saved, the soundtrack will be available for downloading.

VEED

Last but not least, VEED has been known for being one of the best text-to-music generators that is supremely easy to
use that too in free. You might have already heard of the name as a video editing suite that offers complete service. It
has embraced and infused AI into the products quietly efficiently and effectively. Well, using the use of its music
generator is simple, one needs to select a 'Vibe' for the track and write details to explain what sort of music you want
to create. Then, clicking 'Create Track' will deliver some enchanting music for you. 
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Legal Battle and Restraining Order Couldn’t Stop Daryl Hall from
Playing Concert Full of Hall & Oates Classics

Amid a legal battle with his long-
time collaborator John Oates which
also included a restraining order,
Daryl Hall played a concert filled
with Hall & Oates classics.

Currently, Daryl Hall is embroiled
in a legal battle with his long-time
musical and business partner John
Oates. And this legal battle also
comprises a restraining order. And
still, Daryl performed to a packed
audience at Tokyo Garden Theater
in Japan on the 23rd of November.
Not only that he perform several
from his solo setlist but also played
some of the Hall & Oates classics.
“Out of Touch,” “I Can’t Go for
That (No Can Do)” and “Private
Eyes” were some of the songs that
he played from the duo’s classics.
Classic rocker Todd Rundgren also
appeared for the show and matched
with the iconic vibe Daryl has

created.

Hall & Oates fans were completely
shattered when they learned that Hall
filed an undisclosed complaint against
Oates. The legal battle continues to
impose a temporary restraining order on
the 16th of November. As per the
reports, the restraining order was
granted on 16th November and was set
to go into effect on the 30th of
November. There is very little
information available on the lawsuit. All
the records about this legal procedure
have been sealed by the court, and
everyone else in maintaining the silence
on this complaint.

If you retrospect then you will learn that
Hall & Oates was formed in 1970.
Within 2 years they released their debut
album ‘Whole Oates’ in 1972. The duo
has seen widely successful years in their
music career. They reach the peak of

 success with numbers like
“Maneater” and “Rich Girl.” The
duo has reached the pinnacle six
times in their career together
before they set off to pursue their
solo career.Yet, their popularity has
not moved a bit since their
initiation. Recently, the duo, Hall &
Oates toured together in October
2022.

However, in 2021 in an interview
with GQ, Oates downplayed any
tension in the collaboration
between this long-term duo. He
said, “Y’know, [there have been]
way more ups than downs, to be
honest with you.” Adding more,
“It’s actually a miracle, I’m actually
shocked that we are able to still
play together and it’s great. It’s
something that you have to really
appreciate, because like you said,
it’s not easy.”
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SEVENTEEN's Dino’s Solo Mixtape 'Wait' Receives The Label of
'Yet Another Beginning'

The youngest member of the boy
band SEVENTEEN, Dino has come
up with his first mixtape ‘Wait’
which is highly anticipated in the
market. This eagerly awaited music
project is paving the path for his
solo music venture.

On November 27, at 6 p.m. KST,
Dino revealed the first solo mixtape
that is titled ‘Wait”. It has also
premiered with an official music
video that made the fans very
happy. In the official MV, Dino
could see offering his charismatic
dance performance that reflects
this charm and a hefty dose of
energy. Dancing at a crossroads is
perhaps a metaphor for life’s
decisions when everybody finds
themselves at the crossroads.

Other than his enthralling dance
performance, this latest project
stands out due to its amazing
lyrical and musical approach.
Dino’s contribution to songwriting
and composition added an extra

 layer of creativity that was reflected
more through his solo ventures. With an
influence of jazz and glitch, the mixtape
offers a unique and innovative flavor
that can captivate everyone.

Dino’s vocal skills and eclectic
performance offer a flawless musical
experience for everyone to groove with.
Along with the music video, the song
receives a visual story that establishes it
more firmly. Other than ‘Wait’, has has
also recently added a track named
‘Icarus’ to the Castaway Diva
soundtrack.

The artist has dubbed his mixtape as 'yet
another beginning' and showed his
gratitude for the fans who encouraged
him to proceed on his solo music career.
In a recent statement with Pledis
Entertainment, Dino shared his joy in
achieving the dream of releasing his
solo music project. He explained the
entire process and told how it fulfilled
his personal aspiration. This solo project
embraces Dino’s resilience and
dedication to his craft.

dino serving us his first mixtape
and we all got this MASTERPIECE.
A SINGER, A PERFORMER, AN
ARTIST, OUR LOVELY MAKNAE ?
THAT'S THE FUTURE OF KPOP
RIGHT THERE! DINO OF
SEVENTEEN, EVERYONE.

❤

?

CARATs, yes, that is what Dino’s
fans are called. They have showered
their love through social media and
other platforms in support of this
K-pop idol who has just embarked
on his solo adventure.

Lee Chan, best known as Dino, is
the youngest member of the South
Korean boy band SEVENTEEN
which consists of a total of thirteen
talented members.

The band has last released a mini
album titled 'Seventeenth Heaven,'
marking their 11th successful
release. This mini album offered
listeners eight exciting K-pop
songs.
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A Woman
Has
Accused
Sean
'Diddy'
Combs Of
Sexual
Abuse:
Once Again
Just after five days, Sean Combs
and Cassie settled the singer’s
lawsuit against Combs. In this
lawsuit she accused him of rape,
sex trafficking, and physical abuse,
and not just this one, within a week
the rapper is the subject of another
lawsuit.

The new lawsuit was filed on
Thursday in the Supreme Court of
the State of New York County of
New York. In this lawsuit, he
accused the rapper of drugging and
sexually assaulting a former
Syracuse University college student
in 1991. He also filmed the entire
incident and showed it to several
people. This has become a “revenge
porn” gesture in this lawsuit.

Details of this lawsuit were
obtained by various news channels.
After dinner at a Harlem restaurant
in January 1991 Combs drove the
woman to a recording studio. She
claims that she was unable to leave

 the premises as she was heavily
drugged by Combs, “resulting in
her being in a physical state where
she could not independently stand
or walk.”

Allegedly Combs took the accuser
to where he was staying at that
point and started to sexually
assault her. The lawsuit described
that Combs, who is also known as
“P. Diddy” filmed the act. One of
the friends of the accuser saw the
clip a few “days later” of the
incident. It reads, “A male friend
revealed to her that he had viewed
the ‘sex tape’ along with other
men.” The suit states, “Upon
information and belief, when
Combs finished with Jane Doe, he
and Hall switched, and they
commenced assaulting Jane Doe’s
friend.”

Now, the accuser is seeking
unspecified damages from Combs,
counting those to “redress the
injuries she has suffered as a
result of being sexually harassed,
abused, and a victim of revenge
porn.” The lawsuit also names his

company Bad Boy Entertainment,
and Combs Enterprises as
defendants of this proceeding.

Combs founded Bad Boy Records in
1992; just a day after the former
president of Bad Boy was sued for
allegedly grooming and sexually
assaulting his assistant. One of the
Bad Boy spokespersons said that
they are “investigating the
allegations, and our top priority is
the safety and well-being of our
employees.”
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Music News
Globally renowned Dua
Lipa released new music
after her 2020 release,
'Future Nostalgia'. Catch
her new single 'Houdini' on
YouTube and streaming
platforms.

After a hugely successful
run with her sophomore
album 'Future Nostalgia' in
2020, Dua Lipa is finally
back, and this time, with a
banging dance anthem. The
'Levitating' singer has
released a brand new single
'Houdini' along with the
music video and fans seem
to be in absolute love with
the soundscape. The music
video features the singer
debuting a fresh red hair
color in a dance studio that
notifies the viewers and
listeners of an upcoming
dance banger!

While announcing the track
on social media, the artist
said, "This track represents
the most light and freeing
parts of my singledom.
'Houdini' is very tongue in
cheek, exploring the idea of
whether someone is really
worth my while or if I'll
ghost them in the end. You
never know where
something may take you,
that's the beauty of being
open to whatever life
throws your way." When she
teased the release of this
track, she posted pictures
with a small key inside her
mouth with the caption
"catch me or I go…"
indicating toward the great
American escapist Harry
Houdini.

Now that the song has

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

DUA LIPA MAKES HER
COMEBACK WITH A NEW

DANCE ANTHEM ‘HOUDINI’

!  !  !  !  " 

 finally arrived, it makes her own escapism from
releasing a full-length studio album is completely
justified. If the fans were worried about what her new
sound is going to be as she has

abandoned her previous management, they can stay
rest assured as it looks like the formula for a hit song of
Dua Lipa remains unchanged. 'Houdini's' production is
from Kevin Parker and Danny L Harle and provides the
perfect amount of loony spark and the drive that has

been missing from the
artist's other club tracks.
'Houdini' is fuller, and
harder, containing disco
jeopardy and retro

-synths that pour absolute
magic onto the hooky lyrics
about a romance. The
melodramatic chords along
with "a relentless four-on-
the-floor beat" give pretty
much everything the fans
were hoping for from the
singer. Her crisp voice
makes the sound even
better, indicating a very
retro-inspiring upcoming
album. This song is a
signature Parker
production where fans
could also notice a
similarity in synths with
Tame Impala's "Let It
Happen", however, the
presence of such a strong
topliner like Dua makes it
different, even better.

The new release is both a
progression and
continuation of 'Future
Nostalgia' as the song
brings in the same hard
beat and disco vibes that
her previous album carried,
but this time a lot is going
around the edges.

Especially with the
unexpected new hook that
drops at the very end adds a
little adventure to the
production. The music
video is now available on
YouTube and the track is
streaming on every major
platform.
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Music News
Living legend Dolly Patron
brings back the rock n roll
era with an all-star guest
list for collaboration for her
latest musical project
‘Rockstar’, the 49th album
on her musical journey.

Dolly Patron is perhaps the
most loving American
music artist who has
reigned in the industry for a
long time now. But this
living legend is not just
loved for her musical
creations but her advocacy
and human welfare
activities that reflect her
caring and charismatic
personality. Whether it is
the disco pop masterpiece
‘9 to 5’ or the classic duet
with Kenny Rodgers
‘Islands in the Stream’,
each of her musical releases
has enriched the music
industry across genres like
country, pop, and many
others. This time, Patron
has decided to experiment
with rock n roll and it is not
required to say that she did
a remarkable job.

In 2022, Dolly Patron was
inducted into the Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame which
sparked her idea to make a
rock cover LP that will win
everyone’s heart. In her
49th album ‘Rockstar’ she
has collaborated with a
star-studded guest list that
consists of the rock legends
of all time. To execute this
project, she asked help
from her longtime
bandleader and producer
Kent Wells and together
they literally threw a
karaoke party with all-star
duet partners. It is the most

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

DOLLY PATRON DROPS THE
49TH ALBUM ‘ROCKSTAR’

WITH A STAR-STUDDED
GUEST LIST OF

COLLABORATION

!  !  !  !  " 

stacked guest life in the history of rock that features
Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, Peter Frampton, Elton
John, Mick Fleetwood, Lynyrd Skynyrd, and the list goes
on. With the help of the legends, she covered the tracks
like ‘Let It Be’, ‘Don’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me’, ‘Free

Bird’, etc many others. Her
goddaughter Miley Cyrus
also participated in the
‘Wrecking Ball’. Lizzo, Pink,
and Brandi Carlile also
provided their support
through collaboration.

Evidently, Patron only went
for the biggest and shiniest
selection of songs and
music artists which puts
this album on a major
benefit. Performing ‘Every
Breath You Take’ with Sting
is definitely a power move
that showcases her
unparalleled sense of
music.

Dolly Patron is currently 77
years old yet her vocal skills
and musical creations prove
that she is still in her
prime. One of the most
intriguing moments is
when Patron joined forces
with Emmylou Harris, and
Sheryl Crow to offer a
tribute to their friend Linda
Ronstadt with the song
‘You’re No Good,’ who has
been suffering from severe
health issues.

Well, some might say she
made a poor choice in
selection or some might
find this reminiscence of
the rock n roll era. Either
way, it is clear that Dolly is
still slaying at 77 years of
age, and ‘Rockstar’ is just
another proof of that.
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'Snooze'bySZA

SZA'smusicalcreation'Snooze'hasbeenintheTop5

oftheBillboardHot100chartfor49weeksnow.Her

electrifyingsoundtrackisnotstoppingtomesmerize

heraudienceevennow.

'PaintTheTownRedbyDojaCat

AmericansingerDojaCatissettingthestageonfire

withhersizzlingsoundtrack'PaintTheTownRed'.Ithas
beenonthechartforthe15thweekandstillrulingover
listeners.

'LovinOnMe'byJackHarlow

PhenomenalartistJackHarlowhasdroppedhislatest
sounddesignLovinOnMe'andinthetimeofonlytwo
weeks,ithasgottentheNo.2positionontheBillboard
Hot100chart.

*CruelSummer'byTaylorSwift
TaylorSwifthasgottentheNo.lpositioninthe
BillboardHot100chartwithherexcellentsoundtrack.

namedCruelSummer.ThesonghasbeenontheBillboard
Hot100chartfor28weeksandwonmillionsoflisteners
fromaroundtheworldoverthetimespan.Thiseclectic

pieceofmusichasgainedahugeamountofexposure
amonggloballisteners.Tillnowthisisthemostpopular
soundtrackofthealbum'Lover'.Ithasgotten18.6million
streamsondigitalplatforms,77.8millionairplayaudience,
and41,000downloadsales,whichisahumongous
achievement.Itisequallygettingahugeresponseon
socialmediaplatforms.Thissongiswinningtheheartsof
listenerswithitsuniqueattributesandfascinatingmusic
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TOP 10 MOST POPULAR BRITISH ARTISTS IN
THE WORLD 2023

Just like every other corner of the world, the United Kingdom is
also known for its love of music. There are so many British artists
who have ruled the international music industry for years in the
past and even today, some of them come into the discussion of the
most talented singers in the world of all time. So let's go ahead
and look at the list of top 10 best British singers in 2023.
 
Ed Sheeran

One of the most popular musicians in the world, Ed Sheeran is a
British singer-songwriter who started his career back in 2005.
Born in 1991, in Halifax, West Yorkshire, England, the artist has a
current net worth of £200 million. With a total number of 7 studio
albums, he released 'Subtract', and 'Autumn Variations', his sixth
and seventh studio albums in 2023 alone. Making music in genres
like pop, folk-pop, and hip-hop, he is undoubtedly one of the
steadiest male acts in the last 10 years. With instantly
recognizable tracks like 'Shape of You', 'Thinking Out Loud' and
'Perfect', Edward Christopher Sheeran is sitting comfortably at the
top.

Mark Ronson

A DJ turned recording artist, Mark Ronson is a worldwide-
knownmusician who has earned somewhere between $57.2M and
$76.3M in 2023. The musician started his career with 'Here Comes
the Fuzz', his debut album released in 2003. A total of five-time-
Grammy-Award-winning and Golden Globe-winning artist and
producer has released 53 songs in his career some of which are
'Valerie', 'Back To Black' with late legend Amy Winehouse,
'Electricity' with Dua Lipa, 'Nothing Breaks Like a Heart' with
Miley Cyrus, etc. However, his most popular song to date is

'Uptown Funk' which he released in 2015 with
American artist Bruno Mars.

Harry Styles

Born in 1994, Harry Edward Styles began his
singing career in 2010 by becoming a part of
arguably one of the biggest boy bands in the
world, 'One Direction'. With four other
members, the group became one of the best-
selling boy groups of all time until the group
disbanded in 2016. Then the next year, he
emerged as a solo artist and began his solo
career with his self-titled debut album. With an
estimated net worth of $120 million, he is also
known for his acting skills besides his golden
voice. Apart from being a Grammy-winning
singer, the artist also got recognition for his
acting roles in movies like 'My Policeman',
'Don't Worry Darling', 'Dunkirk', etc.

Adele

Born as Adele Laurie Blue Adkins in 1988, Adele
is 2023's most successful British female singer-
songwriter who has reportedly earned between
$42.9M and $57.2M. This British singer-
songwriter is known for her insane vocal range
and sentimental songwriting. Winner of a
massive 16 Grammy Awards, 1 Golden Globe, a
Primetime Emmy, and one Academy Award,
Adele started her career back in 2008 with her
debut album '19'. Her last studio album '30' was
released in 2021, containing the Grammy-
winning single 'Easy On Me' and went no.1
worldwide. In 2023, the singer announced that
she would be performing a Las Vegas residency
at The Colosseum at Caesar's Palace. This is
known as 'WEEKENDS WITH ADELE' which the
singer extended till June 15, 2024.

Dua lipa

Born in 1995, Dua Lipa is a British singer-
songwriter who is of Albanian descent. With her
mezzo-soprano vocal range and insane
discography, the musician is one of the world's
most famous acts and has reportedly earned
$35.3M and $47M in 2023. After debuting in
2017 with her self-titled album, she has released
a total of 195 tracks and her recent feature was
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in 'Barbie', a Greta Gerwig-directed feature film where she sang 'Dance The Night'. Throughout her career, she has
received numerous awards and nominations, including three Grammy Awards, six Brit Awards, and much more. In
her successful career run, she has also broken multiple records including the Guinness World Record of "most tickets
sold for a live-streamed concert by a solo female artist" in 2020, and the next year by becoming the artist with the
"most monthly listeners on Spotify for a female artist". In 2022, her single 'Levitating' also broke the record of being
the "longest-charting hit on the Hot 100 by a female artist".

Passenger

Passenger is a British singer-songwriter who is originally known as Michael David Rosenberg. This 1984-born
musician is best known for his 2012 hit 'Let Her Go' which topped the charts of 16 countries in the world. The artist
previously worked with a band of the same name, where he fore fronted. He was the main vocalist and the songwriter
for the band where they continued from 2003 to 2009, before disbanding. Reportedly, the artist earned something
between $28M and $37.4M in 2023 and released a total of 100 songs this year. A prolific songwriter, he has released
14 studio albums, one of which he released with the band, Passenger.

Coldplay

Formed in 1997, the British rock band Coldplay probably has the longest-running career in this list of most successful
British singers in 2023. The band consists of vocalist and pianist Chris Martin, guitarist Jonny Buckland, bassist Guy
Berryman, and drummer Will Champion, and is managed by Phil Harvey. Debuted in 2000 with the album
'Parachutes'. To this date, the band has released a total of nine studio albums, 18 extended plays, 12 compilation
albums, 6 live albums, and 41 singles. In 2023, earned between $23.6M and $31.4M which earned him the spot at 7 in
this list. The band is also currently touring all over the world.

Anne-Marie

The famous, new-age British singer-songwriter Anne-Marie is known internationally for her most famous
soundtrack, ‘Friends’, and ‘Rewrite The Stars’. With a total of 125 released tracks, the artist earned somewhere
between $17.3M and $23M in 2023. Born as Anne-Marie Rose Nicholson in 1991, the artist debuted in 2018 with the
album ‘Speak Your Mind’. In 2023, she released her third and fourth studio albums ‘Unhealthy’ and ‘Therapy’, both of
which peaked at number 2 on the UK Albums Chart. She was seen as a vocal coach at the television singing
competition The Voice UK in 2021.

Calvin Harris

A Scottish DJ, record producer, and singer-songwriter Calvin Harris debuted in the industry in 2007 with his album 'I
Created Disco'. Originally known as Adam Richard Wiles, Calvin has topped the UK Albums Chart in 2012 with his
third studio album, '18 months'. With a reported earnings of somewhere between $19.8M and $26.3M, he has
successfully earned his place in the list of the most successful British artists of this year. In his career, the artist has
broken several records, one of which being the first solo artist from the UK to reach more than 1 billion streams on
Spotify. His most popular songs to date are 'One Kiss' with Dua Lipa, 'This Is What You Came For' with Rihanna, and
'How Deep Is Your Love' with Disciples.

Clean Bandit

A British electronic music group, Clean Bandit is at the tenth spot in this list with a reported earning between
$18.4M and $24.6M in 2023. This band was first formed in Cambridge in 2008, and in their career as a band, they have
had ten top 10 hits and four number one hits on the UK Singles Chart. The group's most known tracks to date are
'Rockabye' featuring Sean Paul and Anne-Marie, and 'Symphony' featuring Zara Larsson.
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Jennifer
Lopez
shares a
‘Musical
Experience’
through her
upcoming
album
teaser ‘This
Is Me…Now’

American Singer Jennifer Lopez is
creating a sensation in the music
industry after releasing a gorgeous
snippet of her upcoming album
that offers her fans a 'musical
experience'.

The fifty-four-year-old musician
and actress shared a short video
clip loaded with plenty of
cinematic brilliance to build the
anticipation much higher for the
forthcoming album 'This Is Me …
Now', marking her ninth album on
the list, on Saturday.

The brief video clip continues for
18 seconds and opens with the
words 'Hear It, See It, Live It' before

offering spectacular shots of her
dancing beautifully in the rain,
wheeling in the factory and a
motorbike racing through water,
and many more.

The teaser carries a message in
the send that says, ‘This musical
experience is a manifestation
through music, film, and reality, of
life's journey on the search for the
truth about love,’ followed by a
signature that marks, ‘Jennifer.’
along with a link to onthejlo.com.
A bigger declaration about ‘This Is
Me… Now’ is scheduled to release
today, according to the ‘On The
Floor' singer's social media
platforms and website. On the
website, the message says, ‘More
on Monday.’

The music album will be a follow-
up to 2003's 'This Is Me…', the
artist paid tribute to her partner,
Ben Affleck with whom she was
engaged back in 2002, however,
their relationship came to an end
in 2004 and again re-united and
continuing to stay as partners as
the couple renewed their romance
in 2022 and got married soon
later. The ‘I’m Real’ singer
confirmed that her upcoming

album is inspired by her husband
Affleck and their relationship with
each other has become unbreakable
now.

Although there has been a massive
change since the 2003 album was
released. And now in her latest one,
she is already creating a buzz by
promising a stunning musical
experience and taking the fans with
her ace charm and earworm tunes.
The teaser offers some clips of the
'Let's Get Loud' singer's close-up of
her doing different dance routines,
containing a message about what
should fans expect from her new
album.

Well, the 'If You Had My Love' singer
'This Is Me … Now' set does not have
a date to release officially, but made
the fans excited as it marks Lopez's
first ever solo album nearly a decade
'A.K.A' of 2014, secured its place at
No. 8 on the Billboard 200 list. In the
year 2022, the ‘On The Floor’ singer
paired with Colombian singer
Maluma for the music project of
their film ‘Marry Me’.
Fans are going wild over the revealed
teaser and hints of something
exciting cooking, the album might
release very soon.
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Megan
Thee
Stallion
touts Paris
Olympics
for NBCU in
new
coverage
Three-time GRAMMY-winning
recording artist Megan Thee
Stallion joins a parade of celebrities
in the second promotional spot of
NBC Universal's fall campaign to
promote its coverage of the
upcoming Paris Olympics 2024.
NBC Universal is going to cover the
Games of the XXXIII Olympiad,
which starts on July 26, 2024, in
Paris, France. This promo debuted
during NBC's annual telecast of the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
welcoming the viewers to "Thee
Paris Olympics". Megan then
showed up on screen and
performed at the Palace of
Versailles which is the host of next
summer's Olympic and Paralympic
equestrian competitions.

Swinging in her 'Hot Girl' style,
Megan appeared with the U.S.
High-Performance dressage horses
in place of her backup dancers. She
is then joined by her own fire-
breathing, flying, talking horse
while she proclaims "And that's
how we do the Olympics, Hot Girl
Style."

Viewers then quickly witness a
transformation from an
extravagant scene at Versailles to
an executive board room, where a
group of skeptical marketing
executives are seen to be listening
to her pitching the idea as a way
of reimagining the game.

“As America gathers together
today on Thanksgiving, we wanted
to surprise the nation with an
Olympic moment as big as the
holiday, and what better way to do
that than with ‘Thee Olympics’,
featuring Meghan Thee Stallion
and dressage horses at Versailles,”
commented Jenny Storms, CMO,
Sports and Entertainment, NBC
Universal in a statement. “As we
approach the new year, even more
surprises are in store as we
continue to bring to life the
biggest media event of 2024 — the
Paris Olympic and Paralympic
Games,” she continued.

This promo featuring Megan Thee
Stallion is a glimpse of the larger
marketing effort by this media
conglomerate. According to
reports, NBCU has committed to  

pay $7.75 billion for the exclusive
U.S. broadcast rights for the
Olympics between 2021 and 2032. It
also has been promoting the
Olympics for months while the
executives betted that the Paris
locale would indicate that the NCBU
will have fewer time zones to
navigate. It will certainly be less,
especially compared to the recent
efforts which have sent the company
to big cities in Asia.

For this spot commercial, NBCU
worked extensively with US
Equestrian, the national governing
body of equestrian sport in the
United States. This is to provide an
original approach to the training of
dressage horses while highlighting
that athletes compete at the highest
level of international sport.

This includes previous Olympians
such as Laura Graves, Ashley Holzer,
and Kasey Perry-Glass, along with
Paris 2024 hopefuls Katherine
Bateson-Chandler, Anna Buffini, and
Susie Dutta.
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K-POP BAND BLACKPINK RECEIVED HONOR
FROM KING CHARLES III

The K-pop band Blackpink has been honored by King Charles III
for their great contribution to raise awareness regarding climate
change. At the same time Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and South
Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol came together to put their effort
to work on technology and defense for both the countries.
 
As per the reports it is coming to know that on the second day of
Yoon’s visit to London, King Charles did the honorary program
and made Jisoo Kim, Lalisa Manoban, and Jennie Kim the
honorary Members of the Order of the British Empire. In addition
to that, Rosé who is originally known as Roseanne Park has
received an MBE. She achieved it without the honorary because
this artist already has dual citizenship in New Zealand.

The girl band Blackpink is getting this recognition for their
brilliant work in the COP26 summit. The summit took place in
Glasgow, Scotland in 2021. It is their phenomenal work regarding
spreading awareness about the climate change that has led them
to receiving this honor.

At the ceremony, King Charles III has said a few words in the
presence of Yoon and the first lady Kim Keon Hee ‘for their role in
bringing the message of environmental sustainability to a global

audience… I can only admire how they can
prioritize these vital issues, as well as being
global superstars’.

Presently, it is coming to see that the Korean
president is getting to be treated to diplomatic
pomp and royal visit. Therefore, the U.K.
government is assuming that it will make a
positive impact on the foreign ‘Indo-Pacific tilt’
and the trade policy.

Right after that, both the prime minister and
the president signed the agreement ‘Downing
Street Accord’ that is made for pledging closer
cooperation on defense and technology. Along
with that, Artificial Intelligence also will be
included to that. As of now it is coming to know
that Britain will host the very first international
AI Safety Summit, which will take place later
this month. In addition to that, there is a rumor
that South Korea will host this event next year.

Later on the U.K. president Rishi Sunak said to
the Korean leader Yoon that ‘Your state visit
underlies the deep partnership and friendship
between our two countries and the signing of
the Downing Street Accord today strengthens
that friendship’.
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Björk and
Rosalía 
Dropped the
Song ‘Oral’
Focusing On
the Fish
Farming
Industry in
Iceland

European artists Björk and Rosalía
has come up with their new
soundtrack named ‘Oral’ that
represents a strong motive. These
artists are raising their voice to
fight against the salmon fish
farming industry in Iceland. They
are standing against the intense
salmon fish farming in
Seyðisfjörður.

Björk and Rosalía has made this
track and with the profit of it they
will help to pay the legal fees
behalf of all the people who are
doing the protest in Seyðisfjörður.
Various foreign companies are
doing the operation of salmon
farming in wrong way and that is
why everyone has come up together
to protest against the operation.

Recently, in a statement Björk has
said ‘People at the fjord
Seyðisfjörður have stood up and
protested against fish farming
starting there’. Along with that, she

has also said ‘We would like to
donate sales of the song to help
with their legal fees and hopefully
it can be an exemplary case for
others’.

The artist has also stated ‘This is a
25-year-old song of mine that I
wrote and programmed inspired
by a dancehall beat (the
grandmother of reggaeton)…
Rosalía’s experiences with the
genre and her incredible voice
made her an obvious guest on the
song. I feel blessed that she said
yes and her team is donating their
work and all proceeds to this
battle’.

Björk wrote the song ‘Oral’ in the
time between her album
‘Homogenic’ and ‘Vespertine’.
These two albums were made in
1997 and 2001. Since then she
wrote this song and somehow lost
it. But later she retrieved the song
after seeing the word ‘oral’.

Both the artist is trying to make
an impact on this serious
condition. They have also come up
with a video to make a deep
influence on the audiences. Along
with the song, they have also
come up with a music video.

After watching the video, press has
said ‘Carlota came up with the
concept and executed the video,
exploring the use of AI technology
and embracing the glitches blurring
the line between reality and
virtuality whilst challenging the
notions of identity. Throughout the
piece, female rage is explored
through Björk’s and Rosalía’s
avatars. They are not fighting each
other; they are training together to
fight the real and bigger enemy’.

Other than that, Björk has also said a
few words regarding the song. The
artist stated ‘This is an
extraordinarily cruel way of making
food…The fight against the open-
fishing industry is part of the fight
for the future of the planet’.
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Cassie Filed
a Lawsuit
Against
Sean
‘Diddy’
Combs for
Sex
Trafficking
and Sexual
Assault
Recently, the singer and actress
Cassie filed a lawsuit against his
ex-boyfriend Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs.
The singer has filed a lawsuit
against sex trafficking along with
sexual assault. On Friday she
settled the lawsuit in New York as
per the court documents.
Cassie’s legal team sent an e-mail
that says ‘This evening, Ms.
Ventura and Mr. Combs resolved
the claims that she filed against
him yesterday in the United States
District Court for the Southern
District of New York to their
mutual satisfaction’. As of now, the
terms of the settlement have not
been disclosed.

The actress and singer said in her
statement ‘I have decided to
resolve this matter amicably on
terms that I have some level of
control. I want to thank my family,
fans, and lawyers for their

 unwavering support’. On the
other hand, combs have said ‘We
have decided to resolve this
matter amicably. I wish Cassie and
her family all the best. Love’.

Right after that, Combs’ attorney
Ben Brafman has given a
statement where he has stated
‘Just so we’re clear, a decision to
settle a lawsuit, especially in 2023,
is in no way an admission of
wrongdoing. Mr. Combs‘ decision
to settle the lawsuit does not in
any way undermine his flat-out
denial of the claims. He is happy
they got to a mutual settlement
and wishes Ms. Ventura the best’.
In addition to that, he has also
said the rapper ‘vehemently
denies these offensive and
outrageous allegations’.

Cassie was being abused by Combs
from the very beginning. She said
they started having a sexual
relationship when she started her
professional career. at that time
she was only 19 and Combs was
nearly 37. She has also said that
after signing his label Bad Boy
Records, he ‘lured [her] into an
ostentatious, fast-paced, and
drug-fueled lifestyle, and into a

 romantic relationship with him --
her boss, one of the most powerful
men in the entertainment industry,
and a vicious, cruel, and controlli ng
man nearly two decades her senior’.
After all this, Cassie’s lawyer
Douglas Wigdor has stated ‘I am
very proud of Ms. Ventura for having
the strength to go public with her
lawsuit. She ought to be commended
for doing so’.
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Zac Brown
Band,
Kenny
Chesney, &
Alan
Jackson
Paid Tribute
to Jimmy
Buffett at
the 2023
CMA
Awards

Jimmy Buffett has always been one
of the most loved country music
artists. This artist has a special spot
in everyone’s heart for his track
‘Margaritaville’. Recently at the
2023 CMA Awards Alan Jackson,
Kenny Chesney, Zac Brown Band,
and Mac McAnally gave a tribute to
this phenomenal artist.

In 2003, Alan Jackson performed
along with Jimmy Buffett in the
CMA Award, where they sang ‘It’s
Five O’Clock Somewhere’. Buffett
has always showcased his talent
through his exceptional pieces of
music. It can be said that he was

 one of the most talented artists
when it comes to country music.
And his absence has created a
huge hollow in the music
industry.That is why, the rest of
the artists of Buffet’s Coral Reefer
Band came up together to pay
tribute to the artist. At the very
first Chesney and McAnally
started off their performance with
the track ‘A Pirate Looks at Forty’.
While performing McAnally also
said ‘Jimmy made a whole world
full of friends… just a few friends’.
And later on, he said ‘Thank you,
Jimmy!’. It is quite an emotional
moment for everyone.

Along with that, Zac Brown and
Alan Jackson came up on the
stage and started off the
performance with ‘adios, my
friend’. Right after that they also
sangthe 1977s biggest hit
‘Margaritaville’. While singing his
hit songs, the crowd also
responded by saying ‘Salt!
Where’s the damn salt!’. With this
tribute, everyone was living in the
era of Buffett.

This proficient artist Jimmy

 Buffett passed away on the 1st of
September due to skin cancer. At
that moment, the artist was at his
home in Long Island, New York.

Buffett died at the age of 76 and in
this time period, he gave some
spectacular pieces of music. On this
occasion, McAnally has said
‘Everybody taking part in it loved
Jimmy and he loved everybody
taking part in it – and that’s an easy
call, because Jimmy loved everybody
and he made everybody feel better
every time hewas in front of them
for his whole life, all the way to the
end’.

Along with that he also said ‘The
thing we’re trying to convey is that
he was not a fictional character. He
was really the guy that you thought
he was. He’s gonna be smiling down
on us tonight.

Because he’s gonna hear some
people that loved and put their
hearts right up against the
microphone and gave it all we got’
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A LIST OF THE TOP TEN ROCK MUSIC BANDS
IN INDIA

Music has been a crucial part of Indian culture forever. The
Indians tend to embrace and enrich it over the years. From
cassettes and CDs to digital music platforms like YouTube and
Spotify Indian bands have always ruled the hearts of the millions.
Well, there is a substantial polarity in the regional music as you
take a look across the country. Several Indian rock bands have
made their way to the heart of the audience through their unique
and unapologetic creativity.
Here is a list of the top ten Indian music bands of all time that
have been entertaining audiences across the world with gorgeous
musical tunes with an essence of India in them. From the old and
classic ones to the ones who are just starting out making their
names in the industry, stick to know more -

Indian Ocean

Well, rarely, someone who is Indian does not come across
musicals by one of the oldest rock bands of India, Indian Ocean. If
you don't know about the super cool band from Delhi then
introducing the popular rock band that started making fusion rock
music back in 1990. The musicals of the band instantly captivated
the attention of millions of Indians with their charming
performances over the years. Mainly, the four Susmit Sen, Rahul
Ram, Asheem Chakravarty, and Amit Kilam who started the rock
band, but Asheem’s sudden death in 2009 left the band. Then the
band introduces two new faces, one is Tuheen Chakravorty and
another one is named Himanshu Joshi. Rahul Ram is the core
member of the group who strayed with the band through thick
and thin. Magnificent tracks like 'Mann Kasturi’, ‘Bandheh’, ‘Bhor',
and many more have left their mark on the industry.

Swarathma

Have you heard of Swarathma? It is band was formed in Mysore

 but now it is based in Bangalore. The
phenomenal band was started with a kick-off in
2002 with the leading vocalist Vasu Dixit. The
brilliant band took a pause and then started
spreading magical musicals from 2006 featuring
some new musicians who had recently joined
the band. The Radio City Live in 2006 brought
the band success and fame. K J Pavan, Varun
Murali, Sanjeev Nayak, Jishnu Dasgupta, and
Joel Milan are the core members of the band
alongside Vasu. They have mastered Indian Folk
and Classical Music that blends finely with
Western sounds like Reggae and Blues Rock,
their journeys have inspired the lyrics of the
soundtracks immensely. The self-titled
Swarathma and Topiwalleh garnered praise and
attention from the fans. Their creations portray
big social issues to intense personal sufferings
pretty well.

Euphoria

It is one of the highest-selling bands in India
and has a legacy of more than twenty years. The
vocalist, Palash Sen has delivered hits like
‘Maaeri’ and ‘Aao Na' throughout their musical
career. The creators of the band have been
producing timeless hits and their musicals are
considered the epitome of the generation from
the 90s. 'Dhoom' was their first-ever studio
album was released back in 1998. Sen and other
members of the band know that their melodic
creations will not only be remarked as creations
of rising artists but also leave a footprint for the
coming generation of India's pop culture to
follow. 'Euphoria' decodes as a happy mental
state. Although they started making music in
English but found out that Hindi fusion is their
thing.

Agnee

Coming at you straight outta Pune, Agnee came
along in the scene in 2007. The band was formed
by two artists Kannan Mohan and Kaustubh
Dhavale who is also known as Koco on stage.
The band did a huge deal with SONY BMG. The
first album of the rocking band also named after
the band itself, ‘Agnee' contains a few melodious
musicals such as 'Sadho Re’ and ‘Kabira', the
soulful tracks were highly inspired by the poems
of Saint Kabir Das. The band now frequently
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releases their creations on digital platforms for free that have made them popular in the country as well. The band
has also composed the music for the Indian release of Marvel’s film, ‘The Avengers (2012)’.

Parvaaz: Next up is Parvaaz, coming at you from Bangalore, Karnataka. The band was formed in 2010. Kashif Iqbal
and Khalid Ahamed began the band that has Khalid singing, Bharath Kashyap as the lead guitarist, Fidel Dsouza as
bassist, and Sachin Banandur on the drums. The band came into the limelight prior to winning some college contests
and produced a radiant music mix of progressive rock folk and alternative. The band was highlighted for singing in
multiple languages like Kashmiri, Urdu, and Hindi. Their first ever single 'Dil Khush' was back in 2011, their second
single 'Khufiya Dastaan' came in 2012 and they released their debut album 'Baran' which came out in 2014. The band
independently dropped their first-ever full-length studio album 'Baran’.

The Local Train : The Indian rock band was formed in Chandigarh back in 2008, currently based in New Delhi since
2015. The current lineup of the band includes Paras Thakur, lead guitarist, bassist Ramit Mehra, and drummer Sahil
Sarin. Though in 2022 the band declared that their frontman Raman Negi is no more a part of the band, they have
started their career with releases a string of singles, their debut album ‘Aalas Ka Pedh’ and second album ‘Vaaqif’
have been among the top five most loved and streamed rock music albums on digital platforms. The band has
gathered attention for its Hindi and Urdu lyrics that often touch on topics of faith and communication. The band also
rocked at the biggest music festivals like Barcadi NH7 Weekender and Red Bull Tour Bus and many others.

When Chai Met Toast: The multilingual indie-folk alternative band was founded in Kochi in 2016. Coming to life,
the band features Ashwin Gopakumar on the mic, Palee Francis on the keyboard, Achyuth Jaigopal on the guitar, and
Pai Sailesh on the drums. Well, Achyuth and Ashwin were the core duos who began jamming after they came across
ways at a music café. Though the band had to face some ups and downs but managed to stick together and impress
the audience. They have already delivered two timeless EPs and a few singles that include their first-ever album in
2021 'When We Feel Young'. 'Khoj’, ‘Kahaani', and several others have made their way to the hearts of the fans. All of
their creations of the dynamic band are available on Spotify and you can find them at all the live gigs spread all over.

The F16s: The band is from Chennai and the prolific creations have been around since 2012. The members of the
band got together after finding a common interest in music they admired and wanted to perform on. Before they
came together, they were playing in Chennai with multiple bands. Vocalist and Guitarist Josh Fernandez, Harshan
Radhakrishnan on the keyboards, Vikram on the drums, Shashank plays the bass. Well, Abhinav joined in 2013. Thye
has produced a soundtrack named 'Moon Child' that people are obsessed over and made it to Spotify’s top list.

Peter Cat Recording Co.: The Delhi-based band Peter Cat Recording Co. was formed in 2009 and consists of five
members, Suryakant Sawhney as a vocalist and guitarist, Karan Singh on drums, Rohit Gupta on keys and trumpet,
Dhruv Bhola on bass and Kartik Sundareshan Pillai on keyboards and guitars as well. And they have got a story! The
lead singer had a spiritual experience in San Francisco that changed his life, then he came back to India, teamed up
with some brilliant musicians, and formed the band. They are a fine blend of various talents and sounds. The soulful
creations are not just famous in India but reaching out to the hearts of people internationally as well.

Sanam: And last but not least, the pop-rock band Sanam has made musical waves all over India from Mumbai. The
band consists of brilliant Sanam Puri who writes tunes and sings too, Samar Puri is also a part of the band who writes
and shreds on guitar, and there's Venky S on bass and Keshav Dhanraj. The band was awarded with the Best Music
Content Creator (National Category) at the Social Media Summit & Awards in 2017. They have recreated many Indian
soundtracks that have gathered immense love such as ‘Tujhse Naraz Nahi Zindagi’, ‘Hai Apna Dil To Aawara', and
several others.

Wrapping up,
That was a trip! Shortly, Indian music lovers still believe that there is still the charm and spark left in the new bands
that are still managing to deliver creatively boundless and magical soundtracks and entertaining the crowd
nonetheless.
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A R Rahman
Being
Criticized for
Making a
New Version
of ‘Karar Oi
Louho
Kopat’

Global singer and songwriter A R
Rahman is getting huge criticism
for his new song ‘Karar Oi Louho
Kopat’. Originally, the track was
written and composed by Kazi
Nazrul Islam. Recently, Rahman
came up with a new version of the
song for the upcoming movie
‘Pippa’ starring Mrunal Thakur and
Ishaan Khattar.  A R Rahman has
always been one of the most loved
musicians of the country. Each time
the artist comes up with a
melodious soundtrack and
captivates his listeners. But this
time, he is getting some different
responses from the others.

Previously, many artists have taken
the initiative to create different
variations of this patriotic song. but
no one of them has ever changed
the song, where Rahman has tried
to add his charm to it. And that is
what people are not liking at
all.They have said, he has lost the
essence of the original track. With
this particular soundtrack, people

have many emotions. It is one of
the most popular patriotic songs
in the country. Therefore, making
changes in it has hurt the
emotions of the netizens.

A user has said ‘What is this? Is
this some kind of a joke
#arrahman? This is not even a
deconstruction of the popular
Nazrulgeeti #Kararoilouhokopaat
from the film #pippa. I would
request everyone to raise our
voices against this eccentricity
(sic)’.

On the other hand, the proficient
Indian music composer Debojyoti
Mishra has said ‘We're all familiar
with A.R. Rahman as a genius
composer and a thoughtful
individual. Personally, he's a good
friend of mine. However, it's
distressing to discover that the
iconic song of the legendary rebel
poet and composer, Kazi Nazrul
Islam, has been brutally
murdered. Like many others, I'm
deeply shocked by this tragedy. It's
a nightmarish scenario, and even
as a standalone piece, the impact
is truly’.

A YouTube user has said ‘A
powerful song based on strong
revolutionary messages to the
younger generations got randomly

 transformed into a light hearted
romantic type melody. The lyrics
seemed to be haphazardly scattered
into some random pop chord
progression. There is not even a
central structure of the melody. Why
AR Rahman? Why butcher such a
wonderful phenomenal song? Why
deform works of the great Kazi
Nazrul Islam?’ After that, another
stated ‘Rahman Sir, you can't play
with our emotions by destroying the
very soul of such an immortal
creation’.

All these have created a huge mess
on the internet. From this, it can be
clearly said that netizens are quite
pleased with this creation. another
person has added more by saying
‘This Nazrul Geeti is a masterpiece
itself and does not need any
modifications from any musician in
the world for it to sound better.
Being a musician yourself you
shouldn’t have disrespected an artist
of this calibre’. Where another
uttered ‘Mr. Rahman, this song has a
different place in every Bengali's
heart. It is very disturbing to listen
to my favorite musician destroying
Kazi Nazrul's song which till date
gives goosebumps to every Bengali
youth. Probably you have not
listened to the original song.
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After Over a Decade Taylor Swift Performs ‘Safe & Sound’ and
‘Untouchable’ Live in Sao Paulo

Swift continues her The Eras Tour
in South America. On Friday, in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, she performed some
of her earliest releases. Songs that
have cut deep earlier in the minds
of millions of people, and once
again she revived those numbers
with her flawless style. This part
was included in the setlist as the
“Surprise Songs Segment” of the
show.

She started the segment with her
most recent release “1989 (Taylor’s
Version)”. This was for the debut
performance of ‘Now That We
Don’t Talk’; this is one of the tracks
from her rereleased LP. Before she
started to deliver the track on her
acoustic guitar she said, “I’ve never
performed this one live before, let’s
see how I do with it,” adding
further, “Let’s see how I do with it.

Just a few weeks ago this number was
added to Swift’s catalog, but it seemed
like an entire crowd knew the lyrics by
heart, and they sang along with her
making it one of the most divine
moments of this tour. The first song she
played was ‘Safe & Sound’ off of The
Hunger Games soundtrack, on her
guitar.

The song became immensely popular as
it was a part of this 2012 feature film. It
was over a decade the crowd hadn’t
heard her singing this song. The last
time she played this number was in 2013
on her Red Tour. The original recording
of the song featured The Civil Wars but
Swift performed the tune with
perfection. Next to this number, she
performed her immensely popular
ballad ‘Untouchable’ on Piano. This was
rerecorded for Fearless (Taylor’s
Version) but she hasn’t perfor

med this live since 2011. While she
was about to perform these two she
said, “This has been a tradition that
I started on The Eras Tour,”
explaining more she continued,
“Both songs I am playing tonight I
have never, ever played on this
tour.” Both so

On the eve of 25th November, Sao
Paulo was shimmering with the
musical attributes of this
fascinating artist, reviving her
previous popular numbers, and
reliving her earliest releases.
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SNOOP DOGG COLLABORATED WITH A
SMOKELESS FIRE PIT AND SAID ‘I’M GIVING

UP SMOKE’
Snoop Dogg, the American rapper and singer has recently
announced he is quitting smoking. This news is quite surprising
for all the netizens. He made a post on a social media platform
and said ‘After much consideration & conversation with my
family, I’ve decided to give up smoke. Please respect my privacy at
this time’.

Snoop Dogg is an artist who was never seen without his weed. So,
a piece of news like this from this rapper has shocked everyone to
the core. All of his followers have assumed that it was for a new
business or money. But later he said ‘I’m giving up smoke… I
know what you thinkin’ ...‘Snoop! Smoke is kind of your whole
thing!’ But I’m done with it. Done with the coughin’ and the
clothes smellin’ all sticky icky. I’m goin’ smokeless’. And now he
has become the ‘official smokesman’ of the Solo Stove’s portable
fire pit.
 
Snoop has officially partnered with this company and going
smokeless. They are a ‘smokeless product innovation’. The rapper
has also contributed to designing the signature line of Snoop
Dogg x Solo Stove. Now in the bundle of fire pit, there is also a
Snoop bucket hat and a Snoop x Solo sticker pack available. Thus,
one would get all these in the fire pit bundle. This company has
come up with a fire pit that would solve every problem regarding
smoking. That is why, they have introduced the topic ‘Going
Smokeless’.

This initiative of smokeless products is quite
innovative for everyone. No other company has
ever thought about this kind of product. And for
that reason, it has stunned the global audiences.
Along with that, this product is getting more
attention from everyone after collaborating
with Snoop Dogg. Recently, Snoop Dogg and
Martha Stewart both collaborated on the ‘Best
Bud Bags’. These are a weed-friendly crossbody
bag company.

Snoop Dogg is promoting smoke-free and weed-
friendly products at the same time. This is
creating many complications. People are quite
confused about what the artist is trying to
promote. He hasn’t made any comment on this
incident, so maybe he will share his thoughts
and opinions later with his audience.
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